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UNIVERSAL RULES - CLAY TARGET SHOOTING 
 
 

1. General 
This document is applicable to all SAHGCA Clay target Shooting Exercises. 

 

2. Shooting range rules and Standard commands 
Refer to “Shooting Range Rules and Standard Commands on Clay Target Ranges” – for loading, unloading and safety procedures. 

 

3.  Stance and gun positions 

Guns are allowed to shoot gun-up (gun mounted in shoulder) or gun-down (butt 10cm below and disengaged from the shoulder).  

 

In all the SAHGCA clay target exercises and competitions one may only fire at targets with the gun shouldered (no shooting from the 

hip or any other trick shot position). 

 

4.  Shotguns 
All shotguns are allowed as long as they are not larger than 12 Gauge or have barrels under 24”.  410 are allowed. Single shot 

shotguns can only be used for the Francolin exercise, unless the gun accepts that he/she will only be allowed one shot at all targets 

and that the second target on all doubles will automatically be forfeit. Under no circumstances will a gun be allowed to reload a single 

shot shotgun in an attempt to take the second shot at the clay or a shot at the second clay. In case a gun attempts to reload such a 

single shot shotgun, he/she will be immediately disqualified. 

 

Semi-automatic and pump action shotguns are allowed, as long as ejected hulls does not disturb the other guns – only two rounds are 

permitted to be loaded at a time. This also applies to magazine-fed bolt action shotguns. 

 

No shotgun slings on shotguns are allowed on SAHGCA clay target shooting ranges. 

 

No changes to shotgun configurations or choke changes are allowed during a round, but is permissible between rounds. 

 

Guns in the same squad are not allowed to share a gun. 

 

5.  Ammunition 
Only #7 to #9 shot is allowed during participation in SAHGCA Clay target exercises, with 28 gram loads the heaviest load permissible. 

 

This rule is important, as the use of larger shot has significant impacts on safe fallout zones and distances shot travels.  

 

The range officer must confirm verbally that each gun is in adherence to this. 

 
 

6.  Gun failure  

In case of firearm failure, the competitor has two minutes to fix the shotgun or replace it.  

The gun is entitled to continue in the same squad as long as he/she is able to arrange a replacement in time, if the shotgun cannot be 

replaced within the two minutes, he/she will have to withdraw from the squad and complete his/her round as soon as another spot is 

available in a different squad or else when the first opportunity arise to complete the round. 

 
 

7.  Slings 
 

Slings on shotguns on SAHGCA clay target ranges are prohibited. 
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8. Shooting jackets 
 

Light hunting or shooting jackets are allowed. 
 

 

9.  Range Officer  
The Range officer is responsible for order and proper behaviour on the clay target range and should not also keep score while doing 
duty as Range officer: 

a. The Range officer must adjudicate the results of each shot. 
b. He has to at all times declare “kill” or “lost” in clear and loud voice, to enable the guns and scorers to clearly hear his/her calls – the 

Range officer makes decisions independently.  
c. If a gun does not concur with the Range officer’s decision, he/she must immediately appeal by lifting an arm and saying “APPEAL”.  

the Range officer must stop the shoot and immediately inform the gun of his/her final decision. 
d. Shotguns may not be tested on the stand, prior to or after a round.    
e. Under no circumstance will guns be allowed to enter the clay overflight area. 
f. Guns are also not allowed to go and pick up a clay to determine whether it was hit or not.  
g. Spectators are only allowed at the designated area or 10 meters behind the stands and out of vision. 
h. Only the Range officer can determine if a clay has been hit or missed or if the clay is a “no-bird”. The Range officer’s decision is final. 
i. The Range officer can stop the shoot in case of heavy rain or thunderstorms.   

 
10.  SAFETY 

a. All shotguns, whether loaded or not, must at all times be handled safely. 
b. Shotguns must at all times be carried unloaded and open (broken and clear), or unloaded and in bags or cases. 
c. The actions of bolt action, pump action and semi-automatic shotguns must at all times be open and the barrels pointing up in the air, 

when being carried. 
d. When a shotgun is not in use, it must be stored unloaded in gun racks, cases or bags. 
e. It is not acceptable to touch another gun’s shotgun, without his/her permission. 
f. No simulated shots are allowed outside of a stand. 

g. No simulated shots are allowed while another gun is addressing a target.  

h. Guns are not allowed to aim at or shoot at animals or birds on the range – infringement = immediate disqualification. 

i. A gun is not allowed to enter a stand until the previous gun has vacated it. 

j. The gun is only allowed to load his/her shotgun once on stand, with the barrels pointing downrange. 

k. In case of shotgun failure due to ammunition or a faulty shotgun, the gun must stay on the stand, with the shotgun closed and pointing 

safely downrange, until the range officer has inspected it. 

l. Guns are not allowed to turn around on the stand or leave it until the shotgun has not been opened and all ammunition or hulls 

removed from the chambers and/or magazine.  

m. During the exercise the shotgun of is open and unloaded, until such time as the gun is ready to address the target.  

n. All guns, range officers and trappers MUST wear ear end eye protection as long as they are on the range. 

o. All spectators within 10m of the stands must also wear eye and ear protection. 

p. All trappers must be at least 16 years old, and must be protected by hay bales, corrugated iron shoots or any other type of suitable 

cover. 

 
 

11.  SCORES (all exercises) 
a. Scores that qualify awards on Branch, Inter-branch and National Clay Target Competitions are calculated as the number of broken 

clays, divided by the number of clays that make up the exercise, expressed as a percentage.  

b. Scores used to determine regional and national rankings are processed by dividing the number of clays broken by the highest score 

(number of clays broken by the high gun becomes a full score, i.e. 100%) at the competition and expressing it as a percentage (this 

will only come into effect after the completion of the 2016 clay target competitions). 

c.  Guns have two shots at each clay (except on double clays where a gun has one shot per clay, for the Francolin exercise where only 

one shot may be fired and in case a gun is using a single shot shotgun). 

d. In all exercises a hit counts as 1 point, regardless of whether it was shot with the 1st or 2nd shot, and is called as “kill” of “one” by the 

range officer.  

e. A single clay completely missed is called as “lost” or “zero” by the range officer.  The call is only made after the second shot is missed.  

f. On double clays the gun has one shot at each target. 

g. On double clays the call “kill” and “kill”, or “kill and “lost” must only be made after the second shot has been fired. 
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h. On double clays the gun may elect to shoot both shots at the 1st clay, in case he missed the 1st shot. The call is then “kill” and “lost” if 

he/she breaks the clay on the second shot, and “lost” and “lost” if he /she completely miss the 1st clay with both shots–the 2nd clay is 

thus lost. 

i. Guns and the range officer must sign the scorecard after the round. Scorecards without the signature of the gun will not be accepted. 

No corrections of scores or categories will be contemplated afterwards. Guns’ whose final scores are calculated incorrectly for any 

reason what so ever, disqualifies themselves automatically if such scorecards are handed in. This rule will be instituted without 

exception or discussion.   

 

12.  “NO-BIRD” CALLS (all exercises) 

No shots may be taken at any clay after the range officer called “NO BIRD”. 

12.1  “No-Bird” – faulty gun or ammunition 

Calls will only be made on 1st incidence that will also serve as a warning. A 2nd incidence will result in a lost clay. 
a. Both barrels fire simultaneously- “no bird” called, target is repeated, with both shots to count. 
b. 1st shot at single bird does not fire – “no bird” called, target is repeated, with both shots to count. 
c. 2nd shot on a single clay does not fire, after a miss on the 1st shot – “no bird” called, target is repeated, with both shots to count. 
d. A “hangfire” is experienced – “no bird” called, target is repeated, with both shots to count. 

12.2  “No-Bird” – Faulty target 

“No Bird” is called when: 

a. A target breaks as it leaves the machine. 

b. A target is thrown from the wrong machine. 

c. The trajectory of the target is judged to be irregular by the range officer. 

d. A target is thrown more than 4 seconds after the call by the gun. 

e. The gun did not call the target. 

f. The range officer determines that the gun was distracted while taking the shot. 

g. The range officer cannot correctly determine whether the clay was broken or not. 

All targets are thrown again to count. 

 
 

13.  RECOGNITION 
 

Only the 1st participation in a shooting exercise for the day qualifies for any form of recognition.  
 

14.  Behaviour, equipment, techniques or any other thing contrary to the spirit of the exercises in the opinion of the range officer 
 

Any behaviour, equipment, techniques or any other thing contrary to the spirit of the exercises or that are unsafe or may cause 
disruption to other guns, in the opinion of the range officer, may be prohibited by him/her. In cases of uncertainty in this regard it has 
to be referred to the Shooting Committee for clarification.  
 

 

15. Medical or physical limitations or impairments  
 

If a gun with medical or physical limitations wants to compete the range officer should accommodate such a gun as circumstances 
dictate, as well as impaired guns, without unduly advantaging them or sacrificing safety. Such a gun, must prior to the commencement 
of the round report to the range officer, who will then make a decision and inform the other guns in the squad accordingly. If possible 
impaired guns should shoot in a separate squad. 

 
 

16. Determining winners with tied score at clay target competitions  
 

If two guns competing for medals end with tied scores, the winner is then determined by “countback”. It involves counting back from 
the last target on each scorecard to the 1st lost target on each scorecard; the gun that has the longest unbroken streak of hits is then 
declared the winner, practically the 1st person on countback that lost a bird, loose on countback. 
 
If, on countback it is determined that the guns handed in identical score sheets, a tie is declared. 

 


